Fun next steps on your child’s path to reading!

From phonics...

To be there every step of the way.
It’s a hope you have for your child and one that LeapFrog shares. Toys like Alphabet Pal help bring letters to life, encouraging children on their first steps toward reading.

Alphabet Pal™
12+ months

Get more ideas to support your child’s learning at:
leapfrog.com/learningpath

To tag™ Junior
Book Pal™
2-4 years

…to reading!

Fridge Phonics™
magnetic alphabet™
2+ years

Products sold separately. All products may not be available in all countries. Actual products may vary.

Register your product online!
You can also sign up to receive email updates with special offers, educational insights and the latest in learning from LeapFrog.
leapfrog.com
The Alphabet
The Alphabet Song and the letter buttons encourage letter recognition and help children learn the sounds and names of all the letters in the alphabet.

Colors/Colours
The repetitive association of colors/colours with their names helps children remember the name for each color/colour.

Motor Skills
Pulling ALPHABET PAL™ and pressing his legs encourage gross and fine motor skill development.

Music
Children can explore music with 26 engaging tunes.

Getting Started
To turn on ALPHABET PAL™, slide the battery switch to the desired mode. To turn off, slide the switch to OFF.

Note: ALPHABET PAL will automatically turn off after 5 minutes of inactivity. You can start playing again by pressing any leg button to select a different activity.

Play and Learn:
Pull ALPHABET PAL™ to hear the alphabet song, and slide the butterfly switch to select a learning mode.
• Letter Mode: Press a letter leg button to hear the letter's name.
• Phonics Mode: Press a letter leg button to hear a phonetic sound.
• Colour/Colours Mode: Press a leg to hear its color/colour name.

Pressing a Leg Button:
Press a leg to hear a letter, name, sound, or one of 20 tunes.

Song Tunes:
• Alphabet Song
• I'm a Little Teapot
• Body Song
• Dilly Dally
• Little Tim
• Hey Diddle Diddle
• Two and Two
• The Itsy Bitsy Spider
• This Little Piggy
• The Itsy Bitsy Spider
• Little Jack Horner
• The Farmer in the Dell
• East Side, West Side
• Did You Ever See a Lassie?
• Clementine
• Are You Sleeping?
• Pop Goes the Weasel
• Old MacDonald Had a Farm
• The Man on the Flying
• Mary Had a Little Lamb
• Jimmy Crack Corn
• The Yellow Rose of Texas
• Wait for the Wagon
• The Three Little Pigs

Musical Features:
• Music Mode: Press any leg to hear a short melody.
• Phonics Mode: Press a letter on any leg to hear a letter’s phonetic sound.
• Letters Mode: Press a letter on any leg to hear the letter’s name.

• Pull ALPHABET PAL to hear the children’s tunes:
  - Itsy Bitsy Spider
  -耗费 A (called LR6 in some countries) on the battery.

Turning the Power Off:
• Wait for the Wagon
• Do not incinerate batteries.
• Keep the product away from any heat source.
• Keep the product away from water.
• Do not use the product in direct sunlight.
• Do not expose the product to extreme temperatures.
• Keep the product away from fire.
• Do not use the product in a humid environment.
• Do not open the product.

Batteries included are for in-store demonstration and should be replaced for home use. Requires 3 AA (called LR6 in some countries) on the battery.

> Do not attempt to open the product.

> Do not attempt to recharge non-rechargeable batteries.

> Do not attempt to incinerate batteries.

> Do not attempt to mix old and new batteries or types of batteries (i.e., alkaline/standard).

> Do not attempt to mix batteries of different types (i.e., different types of Li batteries are not to be mixed).

> Do not attempt to recharge non-rechargeable batteries.

> Do not attempt to incinerate batteries.

> Do not attempt to mix old and new batteries or types of batteries (i.e., alkaline/standard).

> Do not attempt to mix batteries of different types (i.e., different types of Li batteries are not to be mixed).

> Do not attempt to charge batteries that are not designed to be charged.

> Do not attempt to recharge non-rechargeable batteries.

> Do not attempt to incinerate batteries.

> Do not attempt to mix old and new batteries or types of batteries (i.e., alkaline/standard).

> Do not attempt to mix batteries of different types (i.e., different types of Li batteries are not to be mixed).

> Do not attempt to recharge non-rechargeable batteries.

> Do not attempt to incinerate batteries.

> Do not attempt to mix old and new batteries or types of batteries (i.e., alkaline/standard).

> Do not attempt to mix batteries of different types (i.e., different types of Li batteries are not to be mixed).

> Do not attempt to charge batteries that are not designed to be charged.

> Do not attempt to recharge non-rechargeable batteries.

> Do not attempt to incinerate batteries.

> Do not attempt to mix old and new batteries or types of batteries (i.e., alkaline/standard).

> Do not attempt to mix batteries of different types (i.e., different types of Li batteries are not to be mixed).

> Do not attempt to charge batteries that are not designed to be charged.